Abstract
Introduction
The pipeline transportation is one of the fundamental modes in petroleum and natural pipeline transportation. It is necessary for pipeline's security evaluation and maintenance to detect the pipeline regularly using pipeline detector and obtain the precise information of the defect [1, 2]. Among various pipeline inspection technologies, MFL inspection is the most widespread and perfect one. Applying MFL inspection technology, the defect recognition is mainly completed by man at present. Indeed it needs long time for man to analyze a long pipeline data [3] . So finding the intellective technology to recognize pipeline defect quantitatively is urgent. This is not only a time consuming and tiring task; moreover, the result depends on human elements of uncertainty. So for this reason we applied a mathematical relation between the magnetic field applied on the surface and the defect properties. In this way an approach is to find many exactly samples from a defect which is sorted in the surface by its various radial and depth. In this paper, the pipeline MFL image is recognized in an artificial algorithm that is trained BP neural network [4] . also In this work, an approach for the automatic detection of a defect is presented, where the NDE data are preprocessed using an analytical model of the magnetic flux and the extracted information is passed on to a panel of neural networks. Also this paper mentions employment of LDA in the application of defect detection.
Database of defects from MFL testing
The database of the experimental MFL signals that is employed in this project, is from Applied Magnetics group (AMG) in The department of physics from Queens in Canada. This database concludes signals of MFL that measured from Outside and Inside of a pipeline. Details of this database will lead to both un annealed and annealed data plots of increasing dent depths from 3mm to 7mm, resulting in a total of 10 plots for each one. For an instance Figure 1 illustrates a measurement from an annealed and not annealed MFL measurement from inside and outside of a pipeline. 
Formulation of an analytical model from MFL defect measurements
If a material is magnetized near saturation, the MFL field generated by a subsurface flaw can be described as follows:
(1)
Where m is the dipole moment per unit length this is measured as follows (2) Where h bar is the plank coefficient, Ha is the applied magnetic field that is 1 Tesla [6] and a is the radius of the defect [7, 8] . If the MFL on the surface of a sample is calculated, the variable y is constant and is equal to the depth h of the defect (see fig.2 ). So the magnitude of h could specify the depth of defect. As mentioned above, it is not necessary to get physical information, like size or position of the defect. If the unknown system and material properties are defined in p=2h(m-2H a a 2 ) and q=h 2 parameters we obtain so the following simple fit function for the MFL on the surface of a sample could be illustrated as below:
In the developed device the signal is measured by induction coils and for this reasons the measured signal is the derivative in x direction times the velocity of f(x) of measuring device. With regards to the previous equation, the MFL signal becomes as below. In this relation we try to calculate the rate of measured signal in time. So with acknowledge of velocity, that is rate of measuring device distance in time, and by timing this term to deviation of f(x), we could reach to rate of delta f to delta t that is rate of depth in time.
(4)
On the assumption that the velocity is constant, a new parameter P can be defined as: 
Feature extraction for recognition
PCA is a well-known statistical technique for feature extraction. Each M × N MFL signal in the training set was row concatenated to form MN×1 vector x k . Given a set of training signals {x k }, k=0, 1,…, N T the mean vector of the training set was obtained as [30] . (6) A N T ×MN training set matrix X={x k -} can now be built. The basis vectors are obtained by solving the Eigen value problem: λ= (7) Where is the covariance matrix, V is the eigenvector matrix of and λ is the corresponding diagonal matrix of Eigen values. As the PCA has the property of packing the greatest energy into the least number of principal components, eigenvectors corresponding to the m largest Eigen values in the PCA are selected to form a lower-dimensional subspace. It is proven that the residual reconstruction error generated by discarding the N r A discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a -m components is low even for small m [31] .
As has been said, PCA computes the basis of a space which is represented by its training vectors. The basis vectors computed by PCA are in the direction of the largest variance of the training vectors. These basis vectors are computed by solution of an Eigen problem, and as such the basis vectors are eigenvectors. These eigenvectors are defined in the signal space. They can be viewed as signals and indeed look like its inherent shape. Hence they are usually referred to as Eigens.
Fourierrelated transform similar to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), but using only real numbers. DCTs are equivalent to DFTs of roughly twice the length, operating on real data with even symmetry (since the Fourier transform of a real and even function is real and even. The DCT, is often used in signal and signal processing, especially for lossy data compression, because it has a strong "energy compaction" property: most of the signal information tends to be concentrated in a few low-frequency components of the DCT [32] . This function is mathematically explained below:
For our reason this function is employed because if its strong behaviour on collecting the important information in low frequencies at the top left of the DCT matrix. The squared low dimensional matrixes could lead to best and rapid decisions in some cases this later could lead to the accuracy rate of 100% in some cases.
Recognition of defects
The recognition of pipeline corrosion defects in this paper includes preprocessing and classification analysis. The former can be accomplished by recognizing and classifying typical features of signals from magnetic flux signals in types of real signals or mathematical forms. An approach is to classifying and performs a true decision. For this reason, these are some different kinds of neural networks such as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) [9] , Self Organized Machine (SOM) [10] and so on. In this work multilayer perceptrons are applied with BP structure.
Classification for recognition
According to construction of combiners, they are all made of learning process. Therefore to have different combiners different ways of training is essential. The process of learning is based on many ways such as: different ways to show inputs, samples for learning, training process, differ consulting technologies although in this task many theories are offered but each of them should due to some results:
1. The first requirement is that each expert has high level of performance and independently in deciding feature 2. Expert has an arithmetic mathematics table to refer this point as strong point of each expert.
Classifying is done by many ways such as: multilayer perceptron, (MLP), radial basis function (RBF), k-mean etc.
This paper presents MLP for classifying. MLP means multi layer perceptron. Classifying is done by neural networks such as MLP. Fundamental work of MLP is to changing weights between layers and each layer has (m) nodes. Number of input nodes is depended on dimension the database. Amount of nods located in hidden layer are subject to change by complicated rate of the expert. In this paper an approach is shown in follows that specifies the number of each layer this equations for this reason is earned exrimentally but the result of this employment is satisfied. In training situation the weights are subject to change until reaching the best weights .The number of training situations is determined by the number of epochs it is kept done until less mistakes appears in out put.
In this algorithm three Networks with the names of +1 0 -1 are employed. All of these three experts are learned by a same set of database and the result of classification is achieved by voting the triple output.
Brain Emotional Learning Based Intelligent Controller (BELBIC)
BELBIC is a computational model of learning system of human's brain. Amygdala and Orbitofrontal cortex play the most important roles in this learning method. The structure of BELBIC is shown in Fig. 3 In the Thalamus part of this model, some simple pre-processing on sensory input signals such as noise reduction on filtering can be done. Sensory cortex's inputs are come from thalamus part. Sensory cortex should subdivide and discriminate the coarse input from thalamus. The next step is Orbitofrontal cortex. This part's task is to inhibit inappropriate response from Amygdala based on the context given by the hippocampus. Amygdala is responsible for the emotional evaluation of stimuli.
BELBIC receives sensory input signals via thalamus. After preprocessing in sensory input, the input signal will be sent to Amygdala and sensory cortex. These parts compute their output based on emotional signal received from environment. Ultimate output is calculated by subtracting Amygdala's output from orbitofrontal cortex's output.
The Thalamic connection is calculated as the maximum overall Sensory Input S and becomes another input to Amygdala as described in Eq. (9) . Unlike other inputs to Amygdala, the thalamic input is not projected into the orbitofrontal part and cannot be inhibited by itself (9) For each A node in Amygdala, there is a plastic connection weight V. Any input is multiplied by this weight to provide the output of the node. The O nodes behave analogously, with a connection weight W applied to the input signal to create an output. The connection weights are adjusted proportionally to the difference between the emotional stress and activation of the A nodes. The α term is a constant that is used to adjust the learning speed. In order to modify the update rule the sensory signal value is multiplied inside max operator (10) In formula (10) Amygdala learning rule is presented. This is an instance of a simple associative learning system. The real difference between this system and similar associative learning system is the fact that this weight-adjusting rule is monotonic, i.e., the weights V cannot decrease. At first glance, this may seem like a fairly substantial drawback; however, there are good reasons for this design choice. Once an emotional reaction has been learned, this should be permanent. The orbitofrontal part inhibits this reaction when it is inappropriate.
The reinforcement signal for the O nodes is calculated as the difference between the previous output E and the reinforcing signal stress. In other words, the O nodes compare the expected and received reinforcement signals; therefore, inhibiting the output of the model should be a mismatch. In (11), the learning rule in the orbitofrontal cortex is presented (11) The orbitofrontal learning rule is very similar to the Amygdala rule. The only difference is that the orbitofrontal connection weight can either increase or decrease as needed to track the required inhibition. Parameter b is another learning rate constant. The A nodes produce their outputs proportionally to their contribution in predicting the reward or stress signal stress, while the O nodes inhibit the output of E when necessary (12) Eq. (12) presents the model output expression [34] . 
Linear Discriminate analysis (LDA)
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a popular holistic feature extraction technique for object recognition. LDA determines a set of projection vectors maximizing the between-class scatter matrix S b and minimizing the within-class scatter matrix S w in the projection feature space. A 2D object signal is viewed as a vector of n dimension. The training set contains M samples belonging to L individual classes .
Unlike PCA that extracts features to best represent object signals, LDA aims to construct the subspace which best discriminates different object classes. Therefore, LDA is more suitable for the classification problem than PCA.
A typical LDA implementation is carried out via scatter matrices analysis [12] . We compute the within and between-class scatter matrices as follows (13) Here Sw is the Within-class Scatter Matrix showing the average scatter of the sample vectors x of different class Ci around their respective mean M: (14) Similarly S b is the Between-class Scatter Matrix, representing the scatter of the conditional mean vectors mi's around the overall mean vector m (15) The distance measure used in the matching could be a simple Euclidean, or a weighted Euclidean distance. It has been suggested that the weighted Euclidean distance will give better classification than the simple Euclidean distance [33] , where the weights are the normalized versions of the eigenvalues. But it turns out that this weighted measure is sensitive to whether the corresponding persons have been seen during the training stage or not. To account for this, we devised a simple scheme to detect whether the person in the testing signal has been trained or not and then use either a weighted Euclidean distance or a simple Euclidean distance respectively.
Employed algorithm
We have applied similar algorithm to SSCE [11] to database of MFL signals. In this Figure 4 . Devised algorithm map we apply preprocessing to the crude data this section is discussed and as a brief it contains extracting different kinds of defects from physical formulation and normalization then three classes perform a decision on the their inputs, the rate of each of which is composed by a voter to achieve a well decision. See fig. 4. 
Results and discussion
Above a robust algorithm is defined, an important point of it is employing Linear discriminate analysis (LDA) in a same algorithm with a twin well-known statistical feature extraction functions. In order to investigate the statistical distribution of the error rate, three neural networks with the same structure and transfer functions(but with different number of neurons that are referred to initial state) were trained with the not same data set [12, 13, 14] .In this approach each expert is trained to recognize o sort of defect so that each of which experts in final are tried to find three common sort of defects.Then the accuracy rate of each network is calculated. To calculate different numbers of input parameters were trained and compared to the network described in the above sections. The following experiential rule was used to define the structure of the network: (16) Where N is the number of neurons in the corresponding layer and P is the number of input parameters that could be even or odd. In this project first we try to test a simple network by different characteristics and then we design three experts. In some information about the set of trained networks is given by accuracy rate as well as the worst and the best network, respectively. Furthermore, maximum or minimum of the average of output of each network in ten times training is mentioned. Summary of the network performance for different input parameters is as follows: P1, P2, q1, q2, q3.
As is demonstrated in the table below there is q1, q2, q3, P1, P2 parameters. These parameters are described as follows in (17) [m] So by training classes with these triple clusters of data, class one could discriminate features of depth, better than radius and momentum.
Historical discussion
To date, all published research based on the analytical model of dipolar magnetic charge, [17, [18] [19] [20] 21] , this later is discussed before and defined as m parameter but for an exception, reference [22] is presented this reference is just discussed a single defect. , The often encountered practical situation of two adjacent defects is also discussed only by Uetake and Saito [22] , but their study is limited to slots with parallel walls, of a maximum of 4mm in length. In this study we consider a multiple defect case. That is consist of triple recognition we claim that this algorithm could satisfy almost all of defects. With increase in computational capabilities, finite element analysis can now compete with analytical methods. Since the proceeding numerical modeling of MFL phenomena is exposed by Lord and co-workers [23, 24, 25] , the finite element analysis of defect-induced magnetic signals has become increasingly popular. In oppose of the significant progress made in this area to include non-linear material properties [26, 27, 28] , a quantitative relationship between magnetic leakage field and defect length has not been clearly specified. Furthermore, numerical modeling involves a direct MFL approach, since it includes predefined defect geometries and material characteristics. Calibration of the MFL signals in terms of defect depth has been studied both through finite element modeling [24, 25, 26, 28] and through analytical methods based on dipolar magnetic charge [25, 29] . Two of the numerical analysis studies [24, 28] correctly predicted that the amplitude of the normal MFL signal Component increases with defect depth, and that the separation between the extreme MFL values is directly proportional to the Defect length.
In this paper, with regards to previous works, a new simple algorithm is applied that could exactly determine defects with various shapes. For problem of encountering different kinds of defects we initializes deferent defects with three classes which each of them tries to learn a defect with determined characteristics. These features are an estimate of three large groups of defects.
Conclusion
In this study, we have discussed intelligent defect recognition directly from MFL signals. An analytical model is employed to account defects in order to correlate the normal component MFL profile with the defect dimension along the Impregnating magnetic field. The efficiency of the model was confirmed through experimental results in MFL defect detection. A clear advantage of the method presented here is the low number of parameters that have to be considered. For a satisfactory estimation we classify all the defects in three groups with different shapes in this case all the defects ranged to depth of 2 till 4 millimeter and radius of 1 up to 1.5 millimeters. These later are subject to recognize. For this reason three expert systems were learned to recognize the request. Also this algorithm is equipped with linear discriminate analysis (LDA) and BELBIC controller. In fact we employed BELBIC on the results which provided by LDA. Applying BELBIC controller helps us to make a fast decision. The result of all are shown and discussed well in table 1. And at the end of our processing scheme voter starts to vote between the results of three experts. The accuracy rate of 100 percent shows the efficiency of the mentioned devised algorithm. 
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